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Abstract

As tuple space based systems are created for widely
distributed computing resources it is necessary to consider whether the current Linda primitives are sucient or as e ective as they could be given the exible nature of the underlying tuple space model. In
this paper we present an argument, backed with examples, that a new set of primitives for tuple space
access should be adopted for use in distributed environments. These primitives are called the Bonita
primitives.
The tuple space access operations as embodied in
the Linda primitives are synchronous. This enabled
the Linda primitives to deliver a clear and simple interface to tuple spaces at the cost of loosing potential parallelism between tuple space access and user
computation. The primitives for tuple space access
described in this paper provide asynchronous access
to tuple spaces. This enables processes accessing
the tuple spaces to perform computation concurrently
with the tuple space access. The new primitives also
allow the creation of new styles of programming, which
are more ecient than the equivalent using the Linda
primitives. The proposed primitives allow the main
Linda primitives to be mimicked, therefore providing
the mechanisms to perform synchronous tuple space
access (eciently).
Other relevant work has been completed on the parallelisation of tuple space access costs and user computation by Landry et al.[12]. This work focused on
the compile time analysis of Linda primitives and user
computation. The idea was that at compile time in
and rd are split into two sections, and these two sections are moved as far apart as possible. The rst section is an initialise and the second section a receive.
Such compile time analysis can be performed in both
open and closed implementations. However, there is a
fundamental aw with their approach, due to the nondeterministic behaviour of the Linda model. Within
a Linda program often the length of computation en-
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In the last few years the use of distributed structured
shared memory paradigms for coordination between
parallel processes has become common. One of the
most well known implementations of this paradigm is
the shared tuple space model (as used in Linda). In
this paper we describe a new set of primitives for fully
distributed coordination of processes and agents using
tuple spaces, called the Bonita primitives. The Linda
primitives provide synchronous access to tuple spaces,
whereas the Bonita primitives provide asynchronous
access to tuple spaces. The proposed primitives are
able to mimic the Linda primitives, therefore providing
the ease of use and expressibility of Linda together with
a number of advantages for the coordination of agents
or processes in distributed environments. The primitives allow user processes to perform computation concurrently with tuple space accesses, and provide new
coordination constructs which lead to more ecient
programs.
In this paper we present the (informal) semantics of
the Bonita primitives, a description of how the Linda
primitives can be modelled using them and a demonstration of the advantages of the Bonita primitives
over the Linda primitives.

1 Introduction
Over the last ten years the power of the tuple
space model for coordinating parallel programs has
been demonstrated in such systems as Linda. The
rst Linda implementations were developed for parallel machines, however the potential for \network based
computing" using the Linda primitives and the tuple
space model for coordination of processes executing
over networks of workstations was soon realised.
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sures that sometimes competition for speci c tuples is
avoided, or follows a \natural" course. If the requests
are automatically moved then this natural spreading
of requests is potentially removed. This leads to a
possibility that the \optimised" program will in fact
take longer than the original. For more details see
Rowstron[13].
Initially, a overview of the Linda primitives is
presented, followed by a more detailed justi cation for
the new primitives. The informal semantics of the new
primitives and how they can be used to produce more
ecient styles of programming is then described. Finally a brief description of the current prototype implementation is given.

2 The Linda primitives
The Linda model is now well known and a detailed
description can be found in [4]. The main primitives
are:
tuple) This places the tuple (tuple) into a
tuple space (ts).
in(ts, template) This removes a tuple from a tuple
space. The tuple removed is associatively
matched using the template and the tuple is returned to the calling process. If no matching tuple
exists then the calling process is blocked until one
becomes available.
rd(ts, template) This primitive is identical to in except the matched tuple is not removed from the
tuple space, so a copy is returned to the calling
process.
eval(ts, active-tuple) The active-tuple contains one or
more functions, which are evaluated in parallel
with each other and the calling process. When
all the functions have terminated a tuple is placed
into the tuple space with the results of the functions as its elements.
out(ts,

Some Linda systems support two other primitives,
and rdp. These are non-blocking versions of in
and rd. Instead of blocking they return a value to indicate no tuple was found. For a number of (semantic)
reasons many systems do not support them.
Over the last ten years there have been a number
of proposed extensions to both the Linda primitives
and the underlying tuple space model. Of these the
most important is the extension of the tuple space
model with multiple tuple spaces. Schemes based on

inp

hierarchies of tuple spaces have been suggested[7, 8]
as well as one with a mixture of at and hierarchical
tuple spaces[9]. The work described here is not affected by the exact relationship of the multiple tuple
spaces. In a distributed environment it is important
to have multiple tuple spaces, however no assumptions
are made about their relationship with each other.
There are two new primitives which have been proposed that are of particular interest; collect and
copy-collect. The semantics of these primitives are
described below:
ts2, template) The collect[3] primitive
moves all available tuples from ts1 that match
template into ts2, returning a count of the number of tuples moved.

collect(ts1,

template) The
primitive is similar to collect
except it copies all available tuples that match the
given template in the source tuple space (ts1)
to the destination tuple space (ts2). As with
collect it returns a count of the number of tuples
copied.

copy-collect(ts1, ts2,
copy-collect[17]

The motivation for the addition of the collect
primitive is outlined in Butcher et al.[3]. The motivation for the copy-collect primitive is a particular
operation that is dicult to perform using the standard Linda model. This operations is referred to as the
multiple rd problem and a detailed discussion of it is
presented in Rowstron et al.[17].
For this paper we wish to make a clear distinction between the Linda primitives and the underlying
tuple space model. When we refer to the tuple space
model we are referring to the basic concept of shared
tuple spaces of tuples (multi sets). The access to tuple
spaces is purely by a process of associative matching.
When we refer to the Linda primitives we are referring to a particular set of primitives that provide the
interface to the tuple spaces.
Most Linda implementations fall into one of two
categories, closed and open. Closed implementations use compile time analysis to create very ecient
implementations[1]. However, closed implementations
normally do not allow processes to join and leave at
will. All processes that wish to communicate via a
shared tuple space must be available at compile time.
Open implementations allow processes to join and
leave quite freely and provide persistent tuple spaces,
rendering most of the compile time analysis useless.
For distributed environments open implementations
are normally the most useful.

3 The justi cation for a new set of
primitives
The motivation and justi cation for the new primitives comes from extensive experience in the implementation of open Linda systems[14, 6, 16] and their
use in distributed environments. The other motivating
factor is the current trend within the Linda research
community to alter the current Linda primitives to fulll the requirements of distributed coordination[2, 11]
in a way which appears still too restrictive for distributed computing.
The observations made during the pro ling of current \open" Linda implementations led to the conclusion that time costs associated with Linda primitives
were not due to bottlenecks in the implementations
but quite simply the time taken to send and receive
messages over networks. The second observation is the
problem of controlling how long a process performing
any Linda operation should block before the operation is aborted. In order to overcome this it has been
suggested that timeouts should be added to the primitives. The problems of such an approach are shown
in Section 6.

3.1 Time costs involved in performing a
Linda primitive
Let us consider the primitives in and rd. In the
informal semantics of Linda these primitives are described as blocking only if a tuple is not available.
This implies that a process which uses either of these
primitives should block only if the required tuple is
not available when the process requests it. However
in reality, within any practical Linda system a process
will always block even if the required tuples are available because of the overheads associated with nding
the matching tuple. Regardless of how an open distributed Linda implementation works it is possible to
provide a set of time cost categorisations which will
represent the time that the primitive is blocked from
the user process's point of view. These time cost categorisations are:
TPack + TSendRequest + TQueue + TProcess +
TBlock + TSendReply + TUnpack

where
TPack is the time taken for the information required

for a tuple to be retrieved to be packed into a
message by the user process for passing to the

control system1 and the initiation of the message
transmission;
TSendRequest is the time taken for the message to pass
through the communication channels and reach
the control system;
TQueue is the time that the message has to wait be-

fore it is serviced, when it has reached the control
system;
TProcess is the time taken for the control system to
process the message it receives, nd a suitable
tuple, pack the message for return to the user
process, and perform the initiation of the message
transmission back to the user process;
TBlock is the time that the primitive blocks because
no matching tuples are available;
TSendReply is the time taken for the message to pass
through the communication channels to reach the
user process which requires it; and
TUnpack is the time that the user process takes to un-

pack and interpret the message being returned
from the control system.

When considering the predicate versions of the
primitives (inp and rdp), and the collect and
copy-collect primitives the time TBlock will always
be zero, because these primitives never block waiting
for tuples. For an out the time cost will just be TPack .
Depending on speci c implementations some of the
categories may overlap, however, in general these categories represent the time costs of performing a Linda
operation.

4 A new set of primitives
There are many properties of the tuple space model
which makes it a good model for distributed systems. It is asynchronous and allows communicating
processes to be both spatially and temporally separated. This is very important for distributed systems.
We are proposing a new set of primitives (called the
Bonita primitives) which use the tuple space model
(with multiple tuple spaces) to allow a programmer to
parallelise the access of a tuple space with computation, thus minimising many of the time costs associated with tuple space access outlined in the previous
This stores and manages the tuples { in many implementations the control system is distributed.
1

section. The primitives provide a mechanism for placing tuples in a tuple space, retrieving them from tuple
spaces and the bulk movement of tuples between tuple
spaces. These primitives provide a better interface to
the tuple spaces in distributed environments than the
Linda primitives. Because these primitives are only
an interface with the tuple space model they use the
same concepts of tuple spaces, tuples and templates
as the Linda primitives. Furthermore the same tuple
and template matching is used: a tuple is matched by
a template, if the tuple has the same cardinality as
the template, if each of the elds in the tuple has the
same type as the same eld in the template, and if an
actual is speci ed in the template it exactly matches
with the same eld in the tuple2 .
The Bonita primitives may be informally described as follows:

rqid = dispatch(ts, tuple [template,
destructive nondestructive])
j

j

This is an overloaded primitive which controls all
of the accesses to a tuple space which require a
tuple to be either placed in a tuple space or removed from a tuple space. The tuple space to be
used is ts. If a tuple is speci ed then this tuple
is placed in the tuple space. If a template is speci ed then this indicates that a tuple is to be retrieved from the speci ed tuple space. If this is the
case then an extra eld is used to indicate if the tuple
retrieved should be removed (destructive) or not
removed(nondestructive) from the tuple space ts.
This primitive is non-blocking and returns a request
identi er (rqid) which is subsequently used with other
primitives to retrieve the matched tuple.

rqid = dispatch bulk(ts1, ts2, template,
destructive nondestructive)
j

This requests the movement of tuples between tuple
spaces. The source tuple space is ts1 and the destination tuple space is ts2 and the tuples are either
moved (destructive) or copied (nondestructive).
The number of tuples moved or copied depends on
the stability of the tuple space. If the tuple space is
stable (there are no destructive operations being performed in parallel with this primitive) then all the
available tuples are copied or moved. This primitive
is non-blocking and returns a request identi er (rqid)
2 We recognise that there are many proposals for the extension of the matching, some of which may be more suited to a
distributed domain. However, the matching algorithm used does
not e ect the proposed primitives, just the tuples they retrieve.

which is subsequently used with other primitives to
get a count of the number of tuples moved or copied.

arrived(rqid)
This detects if a tuple or result associated with an
is available. The primitive is non-blocking and
either returns true or false to indicate whether the
tuple has arrived. If an invalid rqid is used then the
primitive returns false.
rqid

obtain(rqid)
This is a blocking primitive which waits for the tuple
or result associated with rqid to arrive. When the
result becomes available then it is returned.
The exact syntax of each of the primitives depends
upon the host language being used. For example, the
syntax of the obtain primitive may include variables
to be used to store the information returned. Also
the primitives may return error values if an invalid
rqid is used. In the C-Bonita version we assume
that the template provides a number of variables into
which the returned tuple elds are placed when an
obtain is performed for that tuple. When Bonita
is embedded into other languages di erent approaches
may be taken, for example if ISETL was used as the
host language[5] which supports tuples as rst class
objects the obtain primitive may return a tuple or an
integer.
It should be noted that the non-deterministic
nature of the tuple space model is preserved. If there
are many tuples in a tuple space that match a template
then the choice is non-deterministic, and if there are
many processes competing for the same tuple which
process gets the tuple is non-deterministic.
There is an extra property of tuple spaces that the
Bonita primitives require, and that is one of tuple
insertion ordering. When a single process performs
several dispatch primitives then the dispatch primitive guarantees that tuples appear in the tuple spaces
in the same order as the process produces them. The
guarantee is enforced across tuple spaces. It should be
noted that the order in which the tuples are removed
from the tuple space is not dependent on the order
in which they are inserted. This does not produce an
insertion dependency across multiple processes. Each
process must ensure that the tuples it produces are
inserted into all tuple spaces in the order they are produced. The process inserting the tuples is not a ected
by the order in which other processes insert tuples.

There is no synchronisation between the processes inserting the tuples unless the programmer writing the
user processes causes the processes to synchronise using tuples. This is important in order to ensure that
the behaviour of the bulk dispatch primitive is correct. If a process produces a number of tuples and then
produces a marker tuple which indicates that these
tuples have been produced, another process checking
the marker tuple must be able to guarantee getting all
the tuples using a bulk primitive. For more information refer to the out ordering section in Douglas et
al.[6], the description of copy-collect in Rowstron et
al.[17, 15] and the description of the \predicate operation forms: inp and rdp" in the SCA C-Linda user
manual[1].
The Bonita primitives make no reference to process creation. Currently, the creation of processes in a
distributed environment is viewed as something that
the underlying operating systems or the system in
which the Bonita primitives are embedded should
manage. However, in the future the addition of a
primitive (or primitives) to manage the spawning of
processes may be added.

4.1 Time costs in performing a Bonita
primitive
The time costs of performing the Bonita primitives
are now considered. The same time cost de nitions as
used in Section 3.1 with an extra time cost, TCheck
which represents the time it takes to check locally if
a required message has arrived. This is required because there is the need to perform a certain amount
of arbitration of messages from the control system,
since it is possible to have several tuples requested,
and hence several tuples waiting locally. With the
Linda primitives once a tuple has been requested, by
any primitive, the next message received must be the
requested tuple. Each of the Bonita primitives have
di erent time costs, relative to the initiating process,
associated with them:
dispatch and dispatch bulk The time cost associated with these primitives is:
TPack

Both these primitives create a message and then
dispatch it to the control system.
arrived The time cost associated with this primitive
is simply:
TCheck

obtain

is:

The time cost associated with this primitive
TCheck + TBlock + TUnpack

If the primitives are being used to mimic the
Linda primitives (see Section 5) then TBlock will
represent not only the \blocked" time but also
the time costs TSendRequest + TQueue + TProcess +
TSendReply as speci ed for the Linda primitives.
However, the ability to split the request for a
tuple and the process of decoding it allows the
time costs TSendRequest + TQueue + TProcess +
TSendReply to be performed concurrently with
user computation. (See Section 6).
The time costs for the arrived and obtain primitives may alter slightly in some circumstances. For
example, arrived may need to unpack messages in
order to check if it is the required one. If this is the
case, the time cost TUnpack would not be associated
with obtain but rather with arrived if arrived was
used to check to see if the result was available.

5 The Linda primitives using Bonita
primitives
The Bonita primitives have been designed to allow the basic Linda primitives of out, rd and in to
be emulated. This means that the functionality of the
Linda primitives is preserved within the Bonita primitives. Figure 1 shows how the Bonita primitives can
be used to create an in. If the destructive tag was
changed to nondestructive then the section of code
would mimic a rd.
C-Bonita
int id, x;
id = dispatch(ts, ?x, destructive);
obtain(id);
Figure 1: A Linda style:

in(ts, ?x).

Figure 2 demonstrates the overloading of the
primitive so that it mimics an out.

dispatch

C-Bonita
dispatch(ts, 10);
Figure 2: A Linda style:

out(ts, 10).

The Bonita primitives do not provide a mechanism for creating a construct identical to an inp or rdp.

The use of the arrived primitive provides a mechanism for checking whether a requested tuple or result is
available. It does not abort the dispatch if the result
is not available, therefore it can not be used to mimic
an inp.
The Bonita primitives can be used to mimic the
collect and copy-collect primitives, as demonstrated in Figure 3. If the destructive was changed
to nondestructive then this example would be a
copy-collect.
C-Bonita

int rqid, count;
rqid = dispatch bulk(ts1, ts2, ?int, destructive);
count = obtain(rqid);
Figure 3: A Linda style:
ts2, ?int).

count = collect(ts1,

Having shown how the Bonita primitives can impersonate the Linda primitives the next section shows
how they can be used in their own right.

6 Using the Bonita primitives independently
In this section the use of the Bonita primitives
to improve both performance and provide extra functionality is demonstrated. The examples used represent constructs that have been used to date. There are
probably other useful constructs that can be produced
using the Bonita primitives.

int x;

perform calculation();
in(ts, \RESULT", ?x);
use result(x);
C-Bonita
int rqid;
int x;
rqid = dispatch(ts, \RESULT", ?x, destructive);
perform calculation();
obtain(rqid);
use result(x);
Figure 4: Parallelising tuple space access and computation.
tuple spaces. Figure 5 demonstrates the parallelisation of tuple space access. The Linda version uses in
to retrieve three tuples3 and the Bonita version does
the same, except the three requests are dispatched and
then retrieved. In the worst case the execution times
of the two examples will be the same. In the best case
the Bonita versions execution times will be the time
taken to do a single Linda in + 2  TUnpack .
C-Linda
in(ts1, \ONE");
in(ts2, \TWO");
in(ts3, \THREE");
C-Bonita
int rqid1, rqid2, rqid3;

6.1 Increasing performance
The most obvious use of the new primitives is to
parallelise tuple space access with computation within
a user process. Figure 4 demonstrates this. The Linda
version \performs the calculation", then retrieves a
tuple and then calls a function to use it. The Bonita
version performs exactly the same computations, but
dispatches a request for a tuple ahead of needing it,
thereby parallelising the tuple retrieval with computation, so potentially TSendRequest , TQueue , TProcess ,
TBlock , TProcess and TSendReply are performed in parallel with the function perform calculation() and
therefore the total time taken for the Bonita version
is the time taken for the Linda version minus these
time costs.
As well as providing the potential to parallelise
computation and tuple space access the Bonita primitives also provide the potential to pipeline access to

C-Linda

rqid1 = dispatch(ts1, \ONE", destructive);
rqid2 = dispatch(ts2, \TWO", destructive);
rqid2 = dispatch(ts3, \THREE", destructive);
obtain(rqid1);
obtain(rqid2);
obtain(rqid3);
Figure 5: Pipelining multiple tuple space access.

6.2 Coordination constructs
The previous examples have shown how the new
primitives can be used to provide performance increases. The next example demonstrates how new
In this case from three di erent tuple spaces but this need
not be the case.
3

more ecient coordination constructs can be produced
using the primitives. The rst of these constructs is
similar to an ALT construct in the occam language,
a non-deterministic choice operator. This construct
allows a number of di erent tuples to be requested
and then perform actions as the results arrive. The
need for such a construct is discussed in Kaashoek
et al.[10]. Figure 6 demonstrates this construct. Initially, a number of tuples are requested, in this case
from di erent tuple spaces but they could be from the
same tuple space. The while loop then keeps checking locally using the arrived primitive to see if either
of the requested tuples have arrived. When either of
them arrives the appropriate function is called. Currently there is no concept of a cancel, once a request
has been made it will persist forever (or at least until
the system (not process) terminates)4 .
int rqid1, rqid2;

C-Bonita

rqid1 = dispatch(ts1, \FIRST", destructive);
rqid2 = dispatch(ts2, \SECOND", destructive);
while (1)

f

g

if (arrived(rqid1)) f do rst(rqid1);
rqid1 =dispatch(ts1, \FIRST", destructive);
break; g
if (arrived(rqid2)) f do second(rqid2);
rqid2 =dispatch(ts2, \SECOND", destructive);
break; g
Figure 6: A non-deterministic choice construct.

In Figure 6 a simple example is shown. It is quite
possible to insert other checks (for keyboard presses
perhaps) within the while loop. Although this example uses polling to check if the tuples have arrived
this is local and does not require communication to the
remote control system. When a tuple is found it is processed, then the same tuple is requested again. Currently in Linda an inp or rdp would be used for checking whether a tuple has appeared. This is demonstrated in Figure 7 which performs a similar function
to the example in Figure 6. However, there are three
problems with the Linda version:
 The rst is that this uses polling which is not
necessarily local, so it keeps sending messages to
4 We are currently considering the addition of either an explicit cancel or at least an implicit cancel when a process
terminates.

the underlying control system, causing it to have
to keep searching for the same tuple and potentially not nding it, an expensive operation both
in terms of computational time wasted in the control system and the number of messages being
sent through the communication channels. If we
assume that both the required tuples for the examples appear in the tuple space once, then the
C-Bonita version will require exactly four messages to be passed from the user process to the
control system. The C-Linda version will require
between 4 and an unbounded number messages
(it will be a multiple of 2) to be passed between
the user process and the control system.
 The second problem with the Linda version is the
time taken to perform an inp has the costs explained in Section 3.1, meaning that each of the
primitives could block for some time, acceptable
in this situation but perhaps if a program interacts with a human not acceptable.
 The third is that not all systems support an inp.
while (1)

f

g

C-Linda

if (inp(ts1, \FIRST"))
f do rst(rqid1); break; g
if (inp(ts2, \SECOND"))
f do second(rqid2); break; g

Figure 7: A non-deterministic choice construct using
Linda.
In response to the second problem other researchers
considering the use of Linda in distributed environments have suggested that the addition of timeouts to
the Linda primitives[2, 11], whereby an in can \block"
only for a speci ed number of seconds. Such an approach at rst seems attractive, providing an easy way
of controlling a primitive. However, this does not solve
the problem, it merely hides it and introduces further
problems.
The in primitive still takes time (as detailed in Section 3.1), which means that the user process is blocked.
Also, some care has to be taken into the exact semantics of adding timeouts. If the timeout is relative
to the user process then it is possible that a process always \misses" a tuple which exists simply because the
overhead times (TPack , TSendRequest , TQueue , TProcess ,
TSendReply and TUnpack ) are greater than the timeout

speci ed. In the worst case this can lead to a program live-locking. Alternatively if the timeout refers
just to the time Tblock the primitive can still block
the user process for far longer than the timeout indicates. Therefore a primitive can still block from a
user's point of view.
The introduction of timeouts can reduce the communication costs associated with polling for tuples.
Instead of using the inp primitive to keep checking
for a tuple, an in primitive can be used. If this is
used then the primitive can be forced to block for
only a certain time and then return. This may reduce
the communication associated with the polling but the
fundamental approach remains polling involving communication to keep checking if a tuple is present. Of
course such an approach introduces the potential for
a delay from when a tuple becomes available to when
the process requests it, because the process could be
blocked on the alternative choice, waiting for that to
timeout before checking for the tuple that is now available.

7 Current implementation state
Currently a prototype implementation exists. The
run-time system is currently a modi cation of the
Linda system described in Rowstron et al.[16] which
is built using PVM[18]. A language embedding for
C has been developed. The syntax of the Bonita
primitives within this embedding is poor, but can easily be improved by the use of a pre-processor. The
implementation is currently used upon a network of
workstations.
When originally designing the Bonita primitives a
larger geographical distribution of processes (workstations) was imagined where the communication latency
could potentially be larger than those experienced on
a LAN. However, even in the limited LAN environment used to test the prototype there are appreciable
speed increases. For example, when pipelining the access of tuple space by a single process as demonstrated
in Figure 5 speedups of 40% are achieved when using
the Bonita primitives instead of the Linda primitives on an implementation running on a network of
workstations. If the system was more geographically
distributed the communication times would increase
and the speedup provided by the Bonita primitives
over the Linda primitives would also increase.
Work is currently being done to implement a number of \real life" distributed systems using the Bonita
primitives.

8 Future work
The primitives presented here represent a rst step
towards a complete system for distributed coordination, based on tuple spaces.
Future work will involve examining and integrating into the tuple space model extensions for more
advanced tuple matching, control mechanisms to control access to tuple spaces and individual tuples, and
a mechanism to eciently pass di erent data types
between user processes. Also better implementation
strategies are needed for the run-time systems used
to control tuple spaces to enable them to cope better
with large numbers of workstations.
Within the Bonita primitives the role of the request identi er is to be considered. Allowing the user
to specify di erent templates within the dispatch
primitive, the arrived primitive, and obtain primitive may be more expressive. However, it introduces
the problem that a process may block on an obtain
which can never be satis ed because no matching
tuple has been requested. The use of compile time
analysis may enable the detection of this, and therefore, the ability to inform the programmer that such
a situation exists.
The addition of a cancel primitive also appears attractive for use with the dispatch primitive.
However, the addition of such a primitive may lead to
an impossible semantics for dispatch bulk, because
tuples could potentially be matched and have left the
tuple space when the cancel is performed, thereby the
tuple arrives at the user process and has to be returned
to the source tuple space. One approach may be to
relax the dispatch bulk primitives semantics in conjunction with the addition of access controls to tuples
and tuple spaces. The addition of a cancel primitive
for the dispatch bulk primitive is more complex, because the cancelled primitive may have already either
copied or moved the tuples and these may have been
consumed by other processes. The protocols needed
to enable the addition of the cancel primitive may be
very costly. And nally a more formal semantics of
the primitives would be useful.

9 Conclusion
The work presented here was motivated by previous
work completed on the development of Linda run-time
systems for networks of distributed workstations. Detailed analysis of run time performance of these systems indicated that the primitives that involved the

retrieval of tuples spent most time being blocked because of the time taken for messages to pass through
the network and be serviced, rather than matching
tuples not being available.
The Bonita primitives have been presented as the
solution to this problem because they provide asynchronous access to tuple spaces. Therefore, user computation and tuple space access can be performed concurrently. These primitives have the useful property
of being able to express the main primitives of Linda
(out, in, rd). The use of the primitives to provide a
non-deterministic choice construct and increased eciency has been shown. The non-deterministic choice
construct is of particular interest because of the few
implementations that support the full inp and rdp
primitives, and the reduction in communication that
is achieved when it is used.
The Linda model is a very good model for parallel
processing. It provides a simple and clean interface
for parallel processing on dedicated parallel machines
and small networks of workstations. Much of the performance of the best implementations is due to the
compile time analysis which can be performed in such
closed environments. However, it is perhaps not so
appropriate for more distributed systems and we believe the Bonita primitives are a good rst attempt
to overcome the problems.
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